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“

Our Avaya solution
provides agents with
so much of the
required customer
data that we no longer
have to waste time
asking callers for it.

Complete End-To-End Customer Service
Strategies
With Avaya IP Office™ Contact Center, you can implement a comprehensive
end-to-end customer service strategy to help make your business a customer’s
first choice. This fully integrated suite delivers a variety of benefits:
• Maximize the value of every interaction by delivering consistent, personalized
service and identify cross selling and up-selling opportunities
• Create stronger customer relationships by enabling every employee to be a
customer advocate, to provide exceptional customer service across the entire
business
• Deliver the right service at the right level, anytime, anywhere through skillsbased routing and multichannel capabilities

—Mike Blake,
Home Emergency Director, CET

• Increase first contact resolution by applying segmentation strategies to
optimize customer handling — eliminating the need for customer calls such as:
“I am contacting you again about…”
• Improve employee productivity by giving them the tools they need to proactively
reach out to customers to offer new opportunities or to resolve issues

Highlights at a Glance
Flexible media distribution – optimizes business processes by distributing
contacts to employees based on your pre-defined processes
Integrated multichannel customer contact solution for voice, e-mail, and web
chat – provides optimal accessibility for all communication channels; customers
are free to choose which channel they prefer when doing business with you
Customer prioritization – define and prioritize customers using your business
strategies. Permit customers to request a callback while maintaining their
original queue position
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Skills-based routing – route customer

Telemarketing – allows the contact

inquiries to the employee best

center to conduct targeted telephone

qualified to handle them, based on

campaigns using pre-defined scripts,

channel, expertise, and past experience

helping increase customer acquisition

with a particular customer or situation.

and sales

Leverage out-of-the-box call flow
templates to quickly define and deploy
your customer service strategy
Voice and self-service solutions –
allow customers to serve themselves,
which can increase customer
satisfaction and markedly decrease
employee workloads
Administration & installation –
improved administrator web page
including automated log collection
and user interface download capability
Online monitoring – delivers realtime information to supervisors as
well as the Avaya Contact Center
Wallboard, which provides insight into
business operations and enables
immediate adjustment when needed
to maximize agent availability
Enhanced outbound campaigns –
enables multichannel outbound voice
and e-mail campaigns, helping make
employees more productive and
providing more opportunities for
revenue generation

Historical reports – more than 30
out-of-the-box reports help you
identify, measure and pursue
improvement opportunities
Easy CRM integration – personalize
customer engagements and
streamline the customer journey with
simplified integration to CRM
packages like Salesforce and SAP

All-in-one Customer
Service Solution
Enables delivery of consistent,
personalized service to customers
across multiple media channels
and locations

Supervisor and
Agent Desktop
Interfaces
Easy-to-use supervisor and agent

Interactive Voice Response (IVR) –

desktop interfaces foster fast end

supports specialized announcement

user adoption. Quickly make

and call routing treatments

changes to agents, groups, topics
and profiles using the web

Workforce Optimization – makes
available enterprise level voice and

administration tool

Optimization Select to support quality

Evolves with Your
Business

management, live monitoring and

Start with voice, and add

employee coaching in a scalable,

multimedia channels without

screen recording with Avaya Workforce

flexible, PCI compliant architecture
Remote workers – enables multi-site
operations and optimal resource
allocation, regardless of location
using the latest technologies
including WebRTC

hardware

Fast Implementation
with Minimum
Disruption
Simplicity extends to installation,
where skilled, certified Avaya
Partners can deliver customer
centric configurations rapidly.
Standard configurations provided
in IPOCC can be up and running in
a few days. Other features that
may require customization such as
managing calling queues to meet
customer demands and other
customer service scenarios and
analytics can be configured to
meet your needs within a few days
or weeks depending on your
business processes
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Full featured soft client – superior

premise, in the cloud, or as a hybrid of

web-based user interface enhances

both. The Customer Engagement

the agent and supervisor experience

OnAvaya cloud solution, hosted on

by providing relevant information in a

the Google Cloud Platform and the

clean and uncluttered fashion

Powered By Avaya IP Office cloud
offering, enables you to choose

Deployment options to meet
business requirements – IP Office™
Contact Center can be delivered on

partners and platforms that work best
for your business

Capacities
IP Office
Preferred Edition
Up to 30 agents

IP Office Select
Server Edition
Up to 250 agents

Max Active Agents
(All media)

30

250

Max Configured Agents

150

500

Max supervisors1

30

100

Max simultaneous agent call
recording

30

250

Multi-site

No

• IP Office Server
Edition - Up to 32
networked locations
• IP Office Select Up to 150 networked
locations

Operating System

About Avaya
Avaya is a leading,
global provider of
customer and team
engagement solutions
and services available
in a variety of flexible
on-premise and cloud
deployment options.
Avaya’s fabricbased networking
solutions help simplify
and accelerate the
deployment of business
critical applications
and services. For more
information, please visit
www.avaya.com.
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Microsoft Windows Server 2008 R2
Standard 64-bit Edition SP1
Microsoft Windows Server 2012 R2
Standard 64-bit Edition

Server Virtualization
1

VMWare ESXi 5.1

Note: The combined number of active agents and supervisors cannot exceed the total

number of seats

Learn More
To learn more about the IP Office Contact Center solution, contact your
Avaya Account Manager or Avaya Authorized Partner, or visit us at avaya.com
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